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Box 1

Series 1. Interview tapes and DVDs for the 90th anniversary of Korean immigration to Hawaii, 1993

Korean Picture Bride Interviews, 1992
- Four original interview Beta-Cam tapes
- Four original interview DVDs

- Volume 1 (kpbv1.mp4)
  Chung Young Ok (age 91; immigrated in 1918) 1:30
- Volume 2 (kpbv2.mp4)
  Chun Yeon Hee (age 96; immigrated in 1918) 23:31
  Lee Duck Kum (age 89; immigrated in 1921) 21:19
  Yu Mal Soon (age 89; immigrated in 1920) 11:58
  Chu Bok Dong (age 86; immigrated in 1924) 22:20
- Volume 3 (kpbv3.mp4)
  Kim Cha Soon (age 90; immigrated in 1917) 34:31
  Yu Bun Jo (age 90; immigrated in 1919) 13:36
- Volume 4 (kpbv4.mp4)
  Kim Oh Jin (age 96; immigrated in 1915) 14:31
  Lee Ki Moon (age 90; immigrated in 1920) 19:45

One flash drive: digitized version of Beta-Cam tapes (created by KBFD in 2021)

Three VHS tapes (Created for 90th anniversary of Korean immigration to Hawai‘i, 1993

KBS documentary. “Picture Bride”, September 20, 2002. (one VHS tape)

Box 2

Series 2. Transcription of the original interviews for the 90th anniversary of Korean immigration to Hawaii, 1993

- DVD #1: 1. Chung Young Ok
- DVD #2: 1. Kim Cha Son, 2. Yu Bun Jo
• DVD #4: 1. Kim Oh Jin, 2. Lee Ki Moon

Box 3

Series 3. Tapes and transcriptions of the interviews

1980 Recording - Chun Yeon Hee (age 85)
• Korean Transcription
• Tape #10-12 Her life & Dong Ji Hoe, parts 1–3
• Three recorded tapes
• One transcription (diskette)

1961 Recording - Han Hanah (age 82)
• Korean transcription
• English translation
• One recorded tape
• One transcription (diskette)